
  

ZEEK – Network Security Monitor
Passive network traffic analyzer
    inspects all traffic on a link in depth for signs of suspicious activity. 

    supports a wide range of traffic analysis tasks even outside of the
    security domain, including performance measurements and helps 
    with trouble-shooting

    does analysis and detection such as detecting malware by 
    interfacing to external registries, reporting vulnerable versions 
    of software seen on the network, identifying popular web 
    applications, detecting SSH brute-forcing, validating SSL 
    certificate chains plus more



  

ZEEK – Network Security Monitor
Generates Log Files 
   known_hosts.log: info about hosts that completed TCP handshakes
   known_services.log: list of services running on hosts
   known_certs.log: list of Secure Socket Layer (SSL) certificates
   software.log: info about Software being used on the network
   notice.log: notice generated on detection of an anomaly
   intel.log: reference generated on traffic with known malware indicator
   signatures.log: reference generated on traffic with malware signature
    



  

ZEEK – Network Security Monitor
Generates Log Files 
   conn.log: IP, TCP, UDP, ICMP connection details
   dpd.log: summary of protocols encountered on non-standard ports
   dns.log: all DNS activity
   ftp.log: FTP session-level activity
   files.log: summaries of files transferred over the network 
                 info is aggregated from different protocols, including HTTP, 
                 FTP, and SMTP
   http.log: summary of all HTTP requests with their replies
   known_certs.log: SSL certificates seen in use
   smtp.log: summary of SMTP activity



  

ZEEK – Network Security Monitor
Generates Log Files 
   ssl.log: record of SSL sessions, including certificates being used
   weird.log: unexpected protocol-level activity 
                   when Zeek's protocol analysis encounters a situation it 
                   would not expect (e.g., an RFC violation) it logs it in this file 
                   note: networks tend to exhibit a large number of such 
                   "crud" that is usually not worth following up on 
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ZEEK – Network Security Monitor
Generate a pcap file 
   sudo tcpdump -i enp0s3 -w out.pcap

      -w file
          write the raw packets to file rather than parsing and printing
          them out.  They can later be printed with the -r option.  
          Standard output is used if file is ‘-’.

Supplied pcap files
    http.pcap   3956760
    misc.pcap    53805
    slog2.pcap    10846
    newdat3.pcap    2530295
    day11.pcap    891428713



  

ZEEK – Network Security Monitor
Zeek command read option 
   zeek -r http.pcap
  http.log:
      time uid   src    port   dest  port   request     host             URI          referer          user agent  
      13.. CR.. 192...   52.. 132... 80 1  GET   www.reddit.com /  -  1.1   Mozilla/5.0.. Firefox/7.0.1 
             size       status code   info msg                                 id                   mime type
      - 0 109978   200   OK -  -  (empty)  -  -  -  -  -  -  Ftw3fJ2JJF3ntMTL2 -  text/html
  conn.log:
     time uid  src    port   dest     port proto    duration  payld bytes state      history      number of packets  
     13.. Cc.. 192...   52.. 208...   80    tcp   -  2.125...    0  1092...   SF - - 0 ^dAfFa  400 20800 756 1131733  -
  files.log:
     time uid  src     dest   id     data port analysis  mime  name duration       number of bytes  
     13.. Ft.. 132... 192... CR.. HTTP  0  (empty)  text/html   -  0.009915 -  F  109978 - 0  0     F - - - - - - -
  packet_filter.log:
     timestamp                  node     filter         init success
     1601048406.211768  zeek  ip or not ip   T       T

  



  

ZEEK – Network Security Monitor
Zeek command read option 
   zeek -r misc.pcap
  http.log:
  conn.log:
  files.log:
  packet_filter.log:
  ssh.log:   
  dns.log:
  ntp.log:
  



  

ZEEK – Network Security Monitor
Zeek command read option 
   zeek -r day11.pcap
  http.log: smtp.log:
  conn.log: x509.log:
  files.log: pe.log:
  packet_filter.log: weird.log:
  ssl.log:   12..-----non_ip_packet_in_ethernet-F zeek
  dns.log:
  ntp.log:
  dhcp.log:
  ftp.log:
  ntlm.log:



  

ZEEK – Network Security Monitor
Command options for helpers 
   sort:
      -t SEP → use SEP as field separator
      -k N→ sort on the Nth field
      -n → compare wrt numeric value
      -u → output only the first of an equal run

   Example:
      cat conn.log | sort -t$'\t' -k 9 -n

                                      duration
   12… C9P… 192… 55… 192… 53 udp dns 0.00022312  …  
   12… Cuw… 192… 58… 192… 53 udp dns 0.000225   … 



  

ZEEK – Network Security Monitor
Command options for helpers 
   awk:
      ‘...‘ → an expression that evaluates to some logic or numeric
      $N → the Nth argument of an input line

   Example:
    awk ‘$9 > 60’ < conn.log | sort -t$'\t' -k 9 -n

                                       duration
   12… CzY… 192… 13… 65… 80 tcp http 359.774495  … 
   12… Cxg… 192… 13… 74… 80 tcp http 363.470626  … 



  

ZEEK – Network Security Monitor
Parse Information in the Log Files 
   zeek-cut:
      new log file with named fields

   Example:
      zeek-cut service resp_bytes id.resp_h < conn.log > file.1

   File.1:
    dhcp  300   192.168.1.1
    dns   0     192.168.1.255
    dns   0     192.168.1.255



  

ZEEK – Network Security Monitor
Parse Information in the Log Files and run Queries 
   query:
      find all IP addresses of web servers that send more than 1KB to 
      a client – result goes to file.2 (note: sort -u removes dups)

   Solution:
      awk '$1 == "http" && $2 > 1000 {print $3}' < file.1 | sort -u > file.2

   File.2:
    128.253.22.246
    130.59.10.36
    137.226.34.227
    143.166.224.210



  

ZEEK – Network Security Monitor
Parse Information in the Log Files and run Queries 
   query:
      are there any web servers on non-standard ports?

   Solution:
      First → get lines showing host, port, and service
      zeek-cut service id.resp_p id.resp_h < conn.log > file.3

   File.3:
    http  80 65.54.95.64
    dns   53 192.168.1.1
    http  80 65.54.95.64
    http  80 65.54.95.64



  

ZEEK – Network Security Monitor
Parse Information in the Log Files and run Queries 
   query:
      are there any web servers on non-standard ports?

   Solution:
      Second → look for lines with service == http, port != 80
      awk '$1 == "http" && ! ($2 == 80) {print $3}' < file.3 | sort -u > file.4

   File.4:
    empty



  

ZEEK – Network Security Monitor
Parse Information in the Log Files and run Queries 
   query:
      number of records by service
   Solution:
      zeek-cut service < conn.log | sort | uniq -c | sort -n -r
    sort puts same service in a contiguous group
    uniq -c squishes the group to 1 name and adds the count
    sort -n -r sorts on the count 

   Result:
     4222 dns
     2388 http
     1326 -
      224 dhcp
      190 gssapi,ntlm,smb



  

ZEEK – Network Security Monitor
Parse Information in the Log Files and run Queries 
   query:
      Top 10 destination ports
   Solution:
    zeek-cut id.resp_p < conn.log | sort | uniq -c | sort -n -r | head -n 10

    sort puts same ports in a contiguous group
    uniq -c squishes the group to 1 port and adds the count
    sort -n -r sorts on the count 
         head -n 10 removes all but the top 10 lines

   Result:
    3455 53
    2743 80
     776 138
     553 137
     224 67



  

ZEEK – Network Security Monitor
Parse Information in the Log Files and run Queries 
   query:
      Top 10 originators that generate most traffic
   Solution:
    zeek-cut id.orig_h orig_bytes < conn.log | ./order | sort -k 2 | head -n 10

    order is a home-made script 
    sort -k 2 
         head -n 10 removes all but the top 10 lines

   Result:
    192.168.1.102 10139
    192.168.1.105 1014
    192.168.1.102 101402
    192.168.1.103 1023
    192.168.1.103 1042



  

ZEEK – Network Security Monitor
Parse Information in the Log Files and run Queries 
   query:
      three most commonly accessed web sites
   Solution:
    zeek-cut host < http.log | sort | uniq -c | sort -n | tail -n 3

    sort creates groups of the same host number
         uniq -c shrinks the groups to 1 and adds a count
         sort -n  sorts the lines by count in increasing order
         tail -n 3 removes all but the last 3 lines

   Result:
    231 safebrowsing-cache.google.com
    259 scores.espn.go.com
    421 download.windowsupdate.com



  

ZEEK – Network Security Monitor
For Brownies: (submit all zeek, zeek-cut lines you crafted)  
   queries:
      What is the certificate issuer that has issued the most certificates
      and how many did it issue (3 brownies) 
      Rank the transmissions by protocol in increasing order (3 brownies)
      For each protocol, tally the number of times that protocol was
      involved in a non-standard packet transmission and rank the
      protocols accordingly (4 brownies)
      Are there any originating addresses with http service that are 
      also originating addresses with dns service (5 brownies)
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